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A Synopsis of the Four EDL Technologies 
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Background	 Technology	 AGribute	


























Observations and Lessons Learned 
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Focus the Development on Near-term  























































On Technology Maturation Timeline: 






Technology	 Planned	 	Executed	 Comment	
Conformal	 2+	 5+	 Annual	budget	-	uncertainty	and	unan1cipated	reduc1on	
3-D	MAT	 18	months	 30	months	 Technical	Challenges	in	weaving	and	resin	infusion	
HEEET	 4	years	 (4+)		<		5	 Progress	is	nearly	on	target	–	3	of	4	year	project		
ADEPT	 3	years	 5	+		 Annual	budget	uncertainty	and		unan1cipated	reduc1on	
•  Goal	of	(2-3)	years	for	GCDP	Projects,	while	commendable,	is	rarely	realizable.			
•  3-D	MAT	is	an	excep1on,	but	s1ll	needed	schedule	extension.		
Concluding Remarks 
Technology	Organiza1ons	must	and	need	to	take	risks	and	make	sustained	
commitment:	
•  Genuine	Game	Changing	Technology	development	is	extremely	challenging	
§  High	Reward	and	High	Risk	;	Longer	development	1me;	Low	end-user	
commitment;	
•  Technologies	that	are	focused	on	near	term	missions	have	a	beZer	chance	
•  In-depth	pre-formula1on	and	sustained	resource	commitment	is	needed	
Achieving	TRL	6	is	only	the	end	of	the	beginning		
•  Success	is	Mission	Infusion	and	sustained	commitment	is	needed	by	many	
§  Technology	must	be	sustained	well	beyond	TRL	6			
§  How	to	“Park”	the	technology	once	matured	to	TRL	6	?	
Ø  Requires	commitment	from	mul1ple	organiza1ons	(STMD.,SMD,	NASA	
Centers)	.	
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Thank	you	
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